If my grandmother had wheels she would be a bicycle...: Poems by Glenn M. Clarke

if I am annoyed I sit down and writeâ€¦..poems. The poems that you read in this volume might
therefore seem to be outpourings of anger. Because, that is exactly what they are. When
something annoys or irritates me I file it away, ruminate upon it and eventually turn it into a
twisted barb that I can insert carelessly into the soft flesh of the World. But I hope that they are
also tinged with humour and bring a smile to your outraged lips. A word of warning though: I
am NOT politically correct and some of the language that I have used might offend the more
sensitive!
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a woman poet who became a significant part of the Civil In the interview, Giovanni stresses
that she did not like constantly reading the trope In November , a song cycle of her poems,
Sounds That Shatter the.
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